KEY M&A CONSIDERATIONS
AN OVERVIEW OF THE TIMING AND PROCESS INVOLVED IN THE DECISION TO SELL A COMPANY BY USING A FINANCIAL ADVISOR
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WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO SELL MY COMPANY?
Broadly speaking, this is one of the most important questions to answer for a company’s shareholders and Board of
Directors. While a healthy and growing company may not “have to sell”, the opportunity for an increased valuation at
certain
t i points
i t in
i a company’s
’ development
d l
t nonetheless
th l
representt a trade‐off
t d ff against
i t other
th investment
i
t
t opportunities,
t iti
career objectives, and yes, even the desire to enjoy a higher quality of life.

Market Specific Factors
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•Does macro and industry
industry‐specific
specific market data
indicate that an attractive sale price is achievable?
•Have competitors been acquired (proxy
transactions) in a way that indicates increased
appetite among strategic or financial buyers?

Company Specific Factors

•Will historical performance or growth prospects
result in positive market response?
•Do future projections support this response and are
they credible?
•Are there near
near‐term
term value inflection points that the
Company would like to achieve prior to approaching
the market?

Shareholder Specific Factors

•Is deal consideration likely to be adequate to satisfy
shareholders’ net worth or investment return
requirements?
•Will revised operating context be acceptable
framework for management’s continued
employment or lack thereof?

IMPACT OF PERFORMANCE ASPECTS ON M&A OUTCOMES
Throughout a market and M&A transaction cycle, emerging growth and middle market companies are affected by growth
expectations as it relates to both the macro economy as well as specific markets. Viewed as a trade‐off relative to a
particular
ti l company’s
’ historical
hi t i l performance,
f
it is
i customary
t
ffor ““growth
th characteristics”
h
t i ti ” and
d th
the potential
t ti l for
f revenue
synergies with a particular acquirer to be valued more highly than historical financial performance in the early part of a
cycle.
Early Cycle



Favorable M&A outcomes driven greatly
by expectations of growth markets
Higher multiples of trailing earnings‐
related metrics (i.e. EBITDA), outlier
transactions occur for companies with
elite growth characteristics and those
with potential for product‐distribution
synergies (revenue‐based synergies)

The impact of market expectations vs. company financial performance
in affecting M&A outcomes throughout the cycle

Impact of market‐related
aspects in driving M&A
outcomes

Impact of company
financial
performance in
driving M&A
outcomes

Peak Cycle




Favorable M&A outcomes driven either
by market‐related or financial
performance‐related dynamics
Competition, overall market optimism
drive growth in average transaction
values and multiples, but also
convergence of outlier transactions

Late Cycle



Lower multiples of trailing earnings‐
related metrics
Consolidation of market share in
maturing segments of market, early
growth markets play less of a role in
d i i acquisition
driving
i iti decisions.
d ii
C tb d
Cost‐based
synergies have a greater impact on
justification of M&A transaction values.
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Early Cycle

Peak Cycle

Late Cycle

M&A PROCESS ALTERNATIVES
Clients have the ability to choose the deal process that best achieves their goals
Preemptive

Description

• Screen and identify
most likely acquirers

Number of Acquirers

1–5

Targeted Solicitation
• Focused approach to
most likely acquirers
5 – 10

Advantages

• Efforts focused on best
acquirer
• Maximum
confidentiality
• Speed of execution
• Minimum disruption of
business

• Speed of execution
• Confidentiality
maintained
• Limited business
disruption
• Avoids perception of
business being shopped

Disadvantages

• Unlikely to maximize
value
• Results tied to 1‐2
negotiations
• Possibility that
transaction is not
closed

Circumstances

• Have very clear sense
of most logical acquirer
• Have strong negotiating
position

Timing (months)
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4–5

Limited
Auction
• Limited range of logical
potential acquirers
contacted
10 – 25

Broad
Auction
• Broad range of
potential acquirers
contacted
25+

• Reasonably accurate
test of market price
• Minimizes disruption
relative to full auction
• Creates sense of
competition

• Accurate test of market
price
• Competition results in
greatest chance to
achieve best price

• Requires senior
management time and
commitment
• May not maximize value

• Not as broad a market
test as a full auction

• Highest risk of business
disruption
• More difficult to
maintain confidentiality
even with appropriate
agreements in place

• Have limited group of
logical acquirers
• Have key objectives of
confidentiality and
limiting any business
disruption

• Seek balance between
maximizing value, speed
of execution and
minimizing business
disruption

• Focus on maximizing
shareholder value

5–6

6–7

7–8

TYPICAL M&A PROCESS FOR A LIMITED AUCTION
Preparation (4 ‐ 6 weeks)

Initial
Preparation
for Process
• Understand
shareholder
goals
• Develop
understanding of
Company
operations and
competitive
position
• Execute
engagement
documents,
achieve
consensus on
process with
shareholders and
Board

Information
Gathering

• Submit
information
request list to
p y
the Company
• Analyze
Company
history,
operations,
organization,
fi
financial
i l
performance,
legal issues, etc.
• Data room
selection and
preparation
• Determine scope
of process,
identify and
address
potential
p
weaknesses
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Marketing (8 ‐ 12 weeks)

Finalize
Preparation

• Refine key
marketing
themes
• Formulate
thorough market
overview,
including
competition and
trends
• Finalize teaser &
Confidential
Information
Memorandum
• Finalize list of
potential buyers
• Identify potential
financing sources
list if leverage
required for
transaction

Closing (8 – 14 weeks)

Marketing

Proposal
Evaluation

• Execute
confidentiality
agreements with
potential buyers
p
y
and distribute
CIM

• Review buyer
proposals and
provide
feedback relative
to seller
objectives

• Manage buyer
inquiries and
calls to minimize
b i
business
disruption

• Formulate
negotiation
strategy

• Management
presentations
and site tours
• Provide online
data room
access and
diligence
additional
information

• Review and
evaluate final
proposals
• Conduct reverse
due diligence on
potential buyers
and analyze risks
of transaction
contingencies

Final
Negotiation

• Select proposals
for final
negotiations
• Negotiate
definitive
agreements
• Satisfy buyer’s
confirmatory
g
due diligence
requirements
• Obtain necessary
approvals and
execute legal
documentation
• Receive
consideration
and close
transaction

